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Let A be a separated uniform space, C(X, X) the set of continuous

functions of X into X, and C(X) the set of real valued continuous

functions on X provided with the topology of uniform convergence.

For fEC(X) and aEC(X, X), fa will denote that element of C(X)

such that (fa)(x) =f(xa)(xEX). Let fEC(X) and A EC(X, X). Then
f is said to be almost periodic with respect to A if fA = [fa\ aEA ] is a

relatively compact subset of C(X).

In this paper the behavior of A is studied by means of its almost

period functions. In particular it is shown that if there are enough of

these, then A is equicontinuous. This result is used to extend a result

of Baum's [l] to nonabelian groups (Theorem 1), and to provide

another proof of Maak's result that every right almost periodic func-

tion in the sense of von Neumann is also left almost periodic and

vice-versa (Theorem 2). In Theorem 3 the effect of weakening the

definition of almost periodic functions is studied, and in Theorem 4

the local behavior of a group of homeomorphisms is studied by means

of its almost periodic functions.

Lemma 1. Let AEC(X, X), let Ct be the set of almost periodic func-

tions with respect to A, and let Uq be the uniform structure determined

by d, (i.e. the smallest uniformity making each element of Ct uniformly

continuous). Then

(1) A is a set of equicontinuous maps of X into (X, Uq).

(2) If faE& for all fE& and aEA, then A is a set of uniformly
equicontinuous maps of (X, Uq) into (X, Uq).

(3) If X is compact, then A is equicontinuous if and only if Ct sepa-

rates points. In this case Ct = C(X).

Proof. (1) A subbase of Uq is given by all the sets of the form

[f; e]=[(x, y)|x, yEX and |/(x)— /(y)| <e] where /GCt and e>0.

By assumption fA is a relatively compact subset of C(X). Since

C(X) is complete, fA is totally bounded; i.e. there exists a finite
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subset B of A such that fAEfB(X, e/3), where fB(X, e/3)

= [xp\xpEC(X) and there exists bEB with \xP(x)-(fb)(x)\ <e/3

(xGA)]. Let xGA. Then there exists a neighborhood V of x such

that \(fb)(x)-(fb)(y)\ <e/3 (yEV, bEB). Let aEA. Then there
exists bEB such that \f(zb)-f(za)\ <e/3 (zGA). Thus if yEV

\f(xb)-f(yb)\<e/3, \f(xa)-f(xb)\<t/3, and \f(ya)-f(yb)\ <e/3;
whence |/(xo)— /(ya)| <e. Hence yGl7 implies that (xa, ya)E [/; «]

for all aG^4. The proof is completed.

(2) Let e > 0, / G CI, and B a finite subset of A such that

fAEfB(X, e/2). Then a direct computation shows that if (x, y)

G[f7?; e/2] than (xa, ya)E[f; «]. Since [/ZJ; e/2]Gc7a by assump-
tion, the proof is completed.

(3) Let X be compact and suppose ft separates points. Then Uq

is a separated uniformity and hence coincides with the original uni-

formity on A. Consequently A is equicontinuous by (1).

Conversely suppose X compact and A equicontinuous. Then by

Ascoli's Theorem A is a relatively compact subset of C(A, A) when

this set is provided with the topology of uniform convergence. Hence

fA is a relatively compact subset of C(A) (/GC(A)), because the

map a—>fa(aEC(X, A)) of C(A, A) into C(A) is continuous for all

fEC(X).
The characterization of equicontinuity given in (3) of Lemma 2

gives the following:

Corollary 1. Let X be compact and let AEC(X, X). Then A is

equicontinuous if and only if every countable subset of A is equicontinu-

ous.

Proof. Assume every countable subset of A is equicontinuous, and

let/GC(A). Then by Lemma 1 all that needs to be shown is that/4

is a relatively compact subset of C(X). Since C(X) is metrizable,

this reduces to showing that fB is a relatively compact subset of

C(X) for all countable subsets B of A. But this latter condition fol-

lows from the assumption and Lemma 1.

Let (A, G, it) be a transformation group [5]. A subset A of G is

said to be syndetic if there is a compact subset A of G such that

KA=G.

Lemma 2. Let (X, G, t) be a transformation group with compact

phase space X, and let fEC(X). Then f is almost periodic with respect

to G if and only if for every e>0 there exists a syndetic subset A of G

such that \f(xa)—f(x)\ <e (xEX, aEA).

Proof. Let €>0, fEC(X) and suppose / is almost periodic with
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respect to G. Then /G is a totally bounded subset of C(X). Hence

there exists a finite subset F of G such that/GEfF(X, e). For aEF set

Aa=[g\gEG and fgEfa(X, e)]. Let A=\}[a~1Aa\aEF]. Then
FA=G and |/(xa)-/(x)| <e (xEX, aEA).

Now suppose / satisfies the condition expressed in the lemma. Let

e>0. Then there is a syndetic subset A of G such that \f(xa) —f(x) \

<e/2 (xEX, aEA). Let AT be a compact subset of G such that

KA = G. Then another way of expressing the above relationship is

that fGEfK(X, e/2). Since AT is a compact subset of G and ir is

continuous, AT is a compact subset of C(X, X) provided with the

topology of uniform convergence. Hence fK is a compact subset of

C(X). Thus there exists a finite subset F of K such that/A EfF(X, e/2).

Then/GC/F(A, e). The proof is completed.

Let/GC(A), xEX, and BEC(X, X). Then fx denotes that element

of C(B) such that/x(6) =f(xb)(bEB). If aEC(X, X) then fxa is that
element of C(B) such that (fxa)(b)=fx(ba)=f(xba) (bEB).

Lemma 3. Let X be compact, AEC(X, X), and for each fEC(X)

let there exist xEX and BEC(X, X) such that fxA is a relatively

compact subset of C(B) and such that xB = [xb\ bEB] is an everywhere

dense subset of X. Then A is equicontinuous.

Proof. Let/GG(A). Then there exist xEX and BEC(X, X) with

the properties specified in the theorem. Now let ff be an ultrafilter

on A and let e>0. Since fxA is a relatively compact subset of C(B),

fx^ converges uniformly to some element of C(B). Hence there is

FG3r such that if au a2EF, then | (fxai)(b) - (fxa2)(b) \ <e (bEB). In

other words \f(xbai)—f(xba2)\ <e (bEB,ai, a2EF). Since (xB)~ = X,

this implies that \f(yai) —f(ya2) \ <e (yEX, ai, a2EF). Consequently

f5 is a cauchy filter on C(X) and so converges. Then/^4 is a relatively

compact subset of C(X). Lemma 3 now follows from (3) of Lemma 1.

The following generalization of Baum's [l] result now follows

from Lemmas 2 and 3. For the definition of the terms involved see

the reference cited above.

Theorem 1. Let (X, G, ir) be a transformation group with compact

phase space X such that for each fEC(X) there exists xEX with

(xG)~ = x such that fx is almost periodic in the right transformation group

over G to the reals R. Then G is equicontinuous.

Let 5 be a semigroup, sES, and fEC(S). Then f' and /, will de-

note those elements of C(S) such that /•({) =f(st) (tES) and/.(f)

=f(ts)(tES). Also fs and fs will denote the sets [/s|sG5] and

Lfs|-?G5] respectively.
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Theorem 2. Let S be a semigroup with identity e and let fEC(S).

Then fs is a relatively compact subset of C(S) if and only if fs is one

also.

Proof. Let fEC(S) and assume/5 is a relatively compact subset

of C(S). The map ^-»^(«) (xpEC(S)) of C(S) into the reals R is

continuous. Hence f(S) which is the image of fs under this map is a

relatively compact subset of R. Let J= (fs)~. Then fsEJs- Let A be

the closure of fs in this space. For xGA and sG5 let xs denote that

element of Js such that (xs)(t) =x(st) (tES). Then the mapping

x—>xs(xGA) of A into Js is continuous for all sG5. Moreover if

r, sES, then (frs)(t)=fr(st)=f(rst)=frs(t); i.e. frs=frs and so fssEfs

EX. Hence xsGA (xGA, sES).

The aim now is to show that 5 is a equicontinuous collection of

maps of A into A. To this end let a E5 and let xpa denote that element

of C(X) such that ^a(x)=x(o) (xGA). Recall that in conformity

with the notation used previously if sG5 then xpas denotes that

element of C(X) such that (xpas)(x) =xpa(xs) (xEX). Thus (xpas)(x)

= (xs)(a) =x(sa) (sES, xEX). Now let J be an ultrafilter on 5. Then

5a= [Fa\ FE'S] is an ultrafilter base on 5 and so by assumption

f3" = [fFa\ FE$] is a cauchy filter base on C(S). Therefore, given

e>0 there exists FE% such that \f(sba)—f(sca)\ <e (sES, b, cEF).

In other words \(xpab)(fs) — (xpac)(fe)\<e (sES, b, cEF). Since

fs = X, this means that | (xpab)(x) — (xpac)(x)\ <e (xGA, b, cEF); i.e.

xp„3 is a cauchy filter base on C(X). Thus xpa is an almost periodic

function on A with respect to 5. By the definition of X the set of

functions [^0|aG5] separates points of X. Hence 5 is an equicon-

tinuous family of maps of X into A. Let T be the closure of 5 in

Xx and  w the   map  of  XXT into  R  such  that

tt(x, t) = (xt)(e)(x EX, tET).

Then the equicontinuity of 5 implies the continuity of ir. Therefore

A is a compact subset of C(T) and a fortiori fs is a relatively compact

subset of C(5). The proof is completed.

Let Co(A) denote the set of bounded real valued continuous func-

tions on A, let AEC(X, A), and let/GC0(A). Then following Eber-

lein [2] / will be called weakly almost periodic with respect to A if fA

is a relatively compact subset of Co(A) provided with the weak Ba-

nach space topology. The question now is what can be said about A

if every element of Co(A) is weakly almost periodic with respect to

A? The following example shows that even when X is compact and

A is a group, we cannot conclude that A is equicontinuous. Let G be
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a locally compact, noncompact topological group, and let X be the

one point compactification of X with point at infinity, z. Then G

may be identified with the set of maps x—>xg (xEX, xAz) and zg = z

of X into X; (gEQ- Then every element of C(X) is weakly almost

periodic with respect to G but G does not act equicontinuously on X.

Lemma 4. Let X be compact and let AEC(X, X). Then every element

of Co(X) = C(X) is weakly almost periodic with respect to A if and only

if A is a relatively compact subset of C(X, X) provided with the topology

of pointwise convergence.

Proof. Suppose every element of C(X) weakly almost periodic

with respect to A and let 5 be an ultrafilter on A. Then 5 converges

pointwise to an element b of Xx. For fEC(X)f3 converges pointwise

to fb. Hence fb is a continuous mapping of X into the reals. Conse-

quently bEC(X, X).

For each fEC(X) the map a—>/a of C(X, X) into C(X) is continu-

ous when these sets are provided with the topologies of pointwise

convergence. Thus if A is a relatively compact subset of C(X, X),

then fA is relatively compact when C(X) is provided with the topol-

ogy of pointwise convergence. Since X is compact, fA is relatively

weakly compact [6]. The proof is completed.

Let AEC(X, X). Then A will be called distal if given any three

points x, y, zEX and any filter 3r on A such that xJF—>z and yJF-^z,

then x = y [5 ].

Theorem 3. Let X be compact and let 5 be a distal semigroup of

elements of C(X, X) such that every element of C(X) is weakly almost

periodic with respect to S. Then 5 is equicontinuous and every element

of S is a homeomorphism onto.

Proof. Let T be the closure of 5 in C(X, X) provided with the

topology of pointwise convergence. Then F is compact by Lemma 4.

Since 52C5, S=T, and the maps t-^rt and t^tr (tEC(X, X)) of

C(X, X) into C(X, X) are continuous for all rEC(X, X), T2ET.

Now leUGFand set S=[E/0^ECF^E is compact, and FFCE].

Then &A0 since TtE&- If S is ordered by inclusion then one verifies

that Zorn's Lemma is applicable so that £ has a minimal element E.

Let rEE. Then ErEEEETEEE, and TErEEr. Thus ErGS and
ErEE. Therefore Er = E. Hence there exists pEE such that pr = r.

Let xGA and 5 a filter on 5 such that ff converges pointwise to r.

Let xr = z. Then xp5 and X'S both converge to z. Since 5 is assumed to

be distal, this means that xp = x (xEX). Hence p = e, the identity

map of X. Then eEE and TEEE implies that E=T. Moreover
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EETt implies that Tt=T. Therefore, there exists sET with st = e.

Similarly there exists gG7" with qs = e; whence q = qe = qst = et = t; i.e.

st = ts = e. Thus T is a group and so every element 5 is a homeomor-

phism onto. The equicontinuity of T and hence of 5 now follows from

[3]. The proof is completed.

The next theorem is concerned with the local behavior of a group

of homeomorphisms. Let xGA and ffiCC(A). Then ft separates x if

for every yGA such that y9*x there exists /Gft with f(x) 9*f(y). A

transformation group (A, G, ir) is said to be locally almost periodic at

xEX if given any neighborhood U of x there exist a neighborhood V

of x and a syndetic subset A of G such that VA = 7r(FX-4) C U.

Theorem 4. Let (A, G, tt) be a transformation group with compact

phase space X and let xoEX be such that the almost periodic functions

with respect to G separate it. Then G is locally almost periodic at x0.

Proof. Let ft be the set of almost periodic functions with respect

to G. For x, yEX set x~y if and only if f(x) =/(y) (/Gft)- Then ~

is an equivalence relation on X. Let x (xGA) be the equivalence class

to which x belongs, Y the quotient space, and p the projection of A

onto Y.

For x, yEX, x ~ y implies that xg ~ yg (g E G), because

/gGft (/Gft, gEG). Thus G may be regarded as a group of homeo-

morphisms of Y onto Y; where xg= (xg)~(xEX, gEG). Also each

/G ft may be identified with that element of C( Y) which maps x into

/(x)(xGA).
For xGA, x may be identified with the map /—>/(x) (/Gft) of ft

into R. Hence A® induces a Hausdorff topology on Y. Since the maps

x—*f(x) (xEX) of Y into R are continuous (/G ft), the quotient space

topology on Y contains the topology induced on Y by Z? . The com-

pactness of the former implies that the two topologies coincide. Thus

Y is compact Hausdorff.

Let /G ft and SF an ultrafilter on G. Then by assumption /SF con-

verges uniformly to xpEC(X). This implies that if x~y then xp(x)

= xp(y) and so xp induces an element of C(Y) to which /SF converges

uniformly on Y. Consequently / is an almost periodic function on Y

with respect to G for all /G ft- By the definition of <~, ft separates

points of Y. Therefore G is an equicontinuous family of maps of Y

into Y by Lemma 1.

Now let U be an open neighborhood of x0 in X, and suppose

p~1(W)r\U,9*0 for all neighborhoods W of Xo in Y, where U' is the

complement of U. Since p-l(Wir\W2)r\U'Ep-l(Wi)C\UT\p-i(W2)

r\U', this implies that [p-\W)r\U'/W closed neighborhood of x0]
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is a family of compact subsets of X having the finite intersection

property. Thus there would be xEX with xEC\[p~1(W)/W closed

neighborhood of x0]r\U'; i.e. x^x0 and p(x)=xo. This contradicts

the assumption on x0 and the definition of ~. Hence there exists a

neighborhood IF of x0 such that p~1(W)EU.

Since G is equicontinuous on Y, it is also locally almost periodic at

Xo. Therefore there exist a neighborhood N oi x0 and a syndetic subset

of A of G such that NAE W. Set V=p~1(N). Then VACP~\W)CU.
The proof is completed.

Theorem 5. Let (X, G, w) be a transformation group with compact

phase space X, let G be distal, and let x0EX be such that the almost

periodic functions on X with respect to G separate it. Then G is equi-

continuous at xo. If furthermore (xoG)~ = X, then G is equicontinuous.

Proof. The first part of the theorem follows immediately from

Theorem 4 and Theorem 1 of [4]. The second part follows from the

fact that if (x0G)~ = X and G is locally almost periodic at xo then G is

locally almost periodic at all xGA, [5, 4.11 ].
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